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AccessMyLAN: Content Filtering for
Better Security and Compliance
Mobility is a powerful enabler for the digital transformation of businesses. However, organizations
need to ensure that policies and security can be extended to all mobile devices in order to protect
confidential business and personal data. Content filtering is a critical part of any robust internet usage
policy, but it needs to be easy to implement for it to be effective.

AccessMyLAN
AccessMyLAN is a network-based service that secures SIM-enabled devices and data by
managing and controlling access to applications and websites on both cellular and Wi-Fi
networks. AccessMyLAN allows IT teams to create usage rules to allow or deny access
to content and applications from mobile devices, thus supporting compliance with
corporate employee policies. It also provides an effective tool for organizations in heavily
regulated industries in which personal data protection is paramount.

Robust Usage Policies

Key Features
•

Robust content access policies that can be customized for groups and individuals

•

25 content categories; more than 150 subcategories to simplify the process
of allowing or denying access to specific content, including individual websites

•

Wildcards included in access policies to capture all variants and subdomains
of a website

•

Full visibility into all mobile traffic, including denied requests, to better understand
online behaviors

•

Automatic blocking of unknown or unregistered domains to prevent phishing
and malware

Benefits
•

Delivers in-depth, network-layer
protection of your devices
and data

•

Prevents costly data breaches
by blocking unknown or
malicious websites

•

Facilitates compliance with both
internal and external regulations

•

Monitors activity to optimize
mobile use and counter any
mobile security threat

Akamai Security and Personalization Services are designed to help organizations
become digitally secure and connected wherever they are. AccessMyLAN is a mobility
service that delivers a secure internet experience on all SIM-enabled devices. The service
can be deployed without the need for cumbersome equipment or VPNs. Devices can be
enrolled with minimum effort and disruption to users, and start delivering benefits from
day one.

Click here to learn more, or talk to your account manager.
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